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Monetary Policy in a Low R-star World
BY JOHN

C. WILLIAMS

Central banks and governments around the world must be able to adapt policy to changing
economic circumstances. The time has come to critically reassess prevailing policy frameworks
and consider adjustments to handle new challenges, specifically those related to a low natural
real rate of interest. While price level or nominal GDP targeting by monetary authorities are
options, fiscal and other policies must also take on some of the burden to help sustain economic
growth and stability.

As nature abhors a vacuum, so monetary policy abhors stasis. Instead of being a rigid set of precepts, it
follows the adage, that which survives is that which is most adaptive to change. Over the past century,
monetary policy strategies have evolved in response to changing realities, from the panics and
depressions of the late 19th and early 20th centuries that led to the creation of the Federal Reserve to the
Great Depression, from Bretton Woods and subsequent battles to contain inflation to the dominance of
inflation targeting today (Williams 2014, 2015a).
In the wake of the global financial crisis, monetary policy has continued to evolve, in this latest
incarnation battling low inflation and stagnation via unconventional monetary policy actions like
quantitative easing and near-zero or even negative interest rates. As we move forward, economic
conditions require that central banks and governments throughout the world carefully reexamine their
policy frameworks and consider further adjustments in terms of monetary policy strategy—both in its own
right and as it relates to other policy arenas—to successfully navigate these new seas.
All the economic world’s a stage: The roles of monetary and fiscal policy
To set the stage, we must look at pre-crisis views of the roles of monetary and fiscal policy. The inflation
wars of the 1970s and 1980s led to a broad consensus on two fronts among academics and policymakers:
First, central banks are responsible and accountable for price stability, which was often acknowledged
through the formal adoption of an inflation targeting framework. Second, monetary policy should play the
lead role in stabilizing inflation and employment, while fiscal policy plays a supporting role through
mechanisms like automatic stabilizers and ad hoc fiscal stimulus during recessions. In this mindset, fiscal
policy should focus primarily on longer-run goals such as economic efficiency and equity. The consensus
on these two is evinced by countless research papers dedicated to monetary policy strategy and
implementation in the past quarter-century, compared with a relative handful on the design of
countercyclical fiscal policy.
In the post-financial crisis world, however, new realities pose significant challenges for the conduct of
monetary policy. Foremost is the significant decline in the natural rate of interest, or r* (r-star), over the
past quarter-century to historically low levels. Our understanding of the economy and monetary policy
are underpinned by the concept of the natural interest rate—that is, the short-term real (inflationadjusted) interest rate that balances monetary policy so that it is neither accommodative nor
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contractionary in terms of growth and inflation. In this Letter, I focus on the medium-term value of the
natural rate—essentially what inflation-adjusted interest rates will be in an economy at full strength.
While a central bank sets its short-term interest rate, r-star is a function of the economy that is beyond its
influence. The new challenge for central banks is how to deliver stable inflation in a low r-star world. This
conundrum shares some characteristics and common roots with the theory of secular stagnation; in both
scenarios, interest rates, growth, and inflation are persistently low (Summers 2015).
How low can rates stay?
A variety of economic factors have pushed natural interest rates very low and they appear poised to stay
that way (Williams 2015b, Laubach and Williams 2015, Hamilton et al. 2015, Kiley 2015, Lubik and
Matthes 2015). This is the case not just for the United States but for other advanced economies as well.
Figure 1 shows estimates of the inflation-adjusted natural rate for four major economies: the United
States, Canada, the euro area, and the United Kingdom (Holston, Laubach, and Williams 2016). In 1990,
estimates ranged from about 2½ to
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reserves of safe assets, and a more
general global savings glut (Council of
Economic Advisers 2015, International Monetary Fund 2014, Rachel and Smith 2015, Caballero, Farhi,
and Gourinchas 2016). The key takeaway from these global trends is that interest rates are going to stay
lower than we’ve come to expect in the past. This does not mean they will be zero, but when juxtaposed
with pre-recession normal short-term interest rates of, say, 4 to 4½%, it may be jarring to see the
underlying r-star guiding us towards a new normal of 3 to 3½%—or even lower. Importantly, this future
low level of interest rates is not due to easy monetary policy; instead, it is the rate expected to prevail
when the economy is at full strength and the stance of monetary policy is neutral.
The critical implication of a lower natural rate of interest is that conventional monetary policy has less
room to stimulate the economy during an economic downturn, owing to a lower bound on how low
interest rates can go. This will necessitate a greater reliance on unconventional tools like central bank
balance sheets, forward guidance, and potentially even negative policy rates. In this new normal,
recessions will tend to be longer and deeper, recoveries slower, and the risks of unacceptably low inflation
and the ultimate loss of the nominal anchor will be higher (Reifschneider and Williams 2000). We have
2
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already gotten a first taste of the effects of a low r-star, with uncomfortably low inflation and growth
despite very low interest rates. Unfortunately, if the status quo endures, the future is likely to hold more
of the same—with the possibility of even more severe challenges to maintaining price and economic
stability.
Low r-star and strategies for mitigation
To avoid this fate, central banks and governments should critically reassess the efficacy of their current
approaches and carefully consider redesigning economic policy strategies to better cope with a low r-star
environment. This includes considering fiscal and other policies aimed at raising the natural interest rate,
as well as alternative monetary and fiscal policies that are more likely to succeed in the face of a low
natural rate.
Taking each of those in turn, I’ll start with policies aimed at raising r-star by affecting its underlying
determinants. One potential avenue is to increase longer-run growth and prosperity through greater longterm investments in education, public and private capital, and research and development. Despite
growing skepticism and endless column inches questioning whether college is worth the cost, the return
on investment in post-secondary education is as high as ever (Autor 2014, Daly and Cao 2015). Likewise,
returns on infrastructure and research and development investment are very high on average (Jones and
Williams 1998, 2000, Fernald 1999).
Turning to policies that can help stabilize the economy during a downturn, countercyclical fiscal policy
should be our equivalent of a first responder to recessions, working hand-in-hand with monetary policy.
Instead, it has too often been stuck in a stop-and-go cycle, at times complementing monetary policy, at
times working against it. This is not unique to the United States; Japan, and Europe have also fallen
victim to fiscal consolidation in the midst of an economic downturn or incomplete recovery.
One solution to this problem is to design stronger, more predictable, systematic adjustments of fiscal
policy that support the economy during recessions and recoveries (Williams 2009, Elmendorf 2011,
2016). These already exist in the form of programs such as unemployment insurance but are limited in
size and scope. Some possible ideas for the United States include Social Security and income tax rates that
move up or down in relation to the national unemployment rate, or federal grants to states that operate in
the same way. Such approaches could be designed to be revenue-neutral over the business cycle; they also
could avoid past debates over fiscal stimulus by separating decisions on countercyclical policy from
longer-run decisions about the appropriate role of the government and tax system. Indeed, economists
across the political spectrum have championed these ideas (Elmendorf and Furman 2008, Taylor 2000,
2009).
Finally, monetary policy frameworks should be critically reevaluated to identify potential improvements
in the context of a low r-star. Although targeting a low inflation rate generally has been successful at
taming inflation in the past, it is not as well-suited for a low r-star era. There is simply not enough room
for central banks to cut interest rates in response to an economic downturn when both natural rates and
inflation are very low.
Two alternatives can be considered together or in isolation to address this issue. First, the most direct
attack on low r-star would be for central banks to pursue a somewhat higher inflation target. This would
imply a higher average level of interest rates and thereby give monetary policy more room to maneuver
3
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(Williams 2009; Blanchard, Dell’Ariccia, and Mauro 2010; Ball 2014). The logic of this approach argues
that a 1 percentage point increase in the inflation target would offset the deleterious effects of an equalsized decline in r-star. Of course, this approach would need to balance the purported benefits against the
costs and challenges of achieving and maintaining a somewhat higher inflation rate.
Second, inflation targeting could be replaced by a flexible price-level or nominal GDP targeting
framework, where the central bank targets a steadily growing level of prices or nominal GDP, rather than
the rate of inflation. These approaches have a number of potential advantages over standard inflation
targeting. For one, they may be better suited to periods when the lower bound constrains interest rates
because they automatically deliver the “lower for longer” policy prescription the situation calls for
(Eggertsson and Woodford 2003). In addition, nominal GDP targeting has a built-in protection against
debt deflation (Koenig 2013, Sheedy 2014). Finally, in a nominal GDP targeting regime, a decline in r-star
caused by slower trend growth automatically leads to a higher rate of trend inflation, providing a larger
buffer to respond to economic downturns. Of course, these approaches also have potential disadvantages
and must be carefully scrutinized when considering their relative costs and benefits.
In stressing the need to study and consider new approaches to fiscal and monetary policy, I am not
advocating an abrupt reversal of course; after all, you don’t change horses in the middle of a stream. And
in monetary policy, “abrupt” and “disrupt” have more than merely resonance of sound in common. But
now is the time for experts and policymakers around the world to carefully investigate the pros and cons
of these proposals.
Conclusion
Economics rarely has the benefit of a crystal ball. But in this case, we are seeing the future now and have
the opportunity to prepare for the challenges related to persistently low natural real rates of interest.
Thoroughly reviewing the key aspects of inflation targeting is certainly necessary, and could go a long way
towards mitigating the obstructions posed by low r-star. But that is where monetary policy meets the
boundaries of its influence. We’ve come to the point on the path where central banks must share
responsibilities. There are limits to what monetary policy can and, indeed, should do. The burden must
also fall on fiscal and other policies to do their part to help create conditions conducive to economic
stability.
Policymakers don’t often cite Machiavelli, but in this instance, the analogy is potent (and, perhaps, a
portent). In The Prince, fortune is compared to a river; in times of turbulence it wreaks havoc, flooding
and destroying everything in its way. But in calm and sedate weather, people can build dams and stem the
tide of destruction. In other words, we can wait for the next storm and hope for better outcomes or
prepare for them now and be ready.
John C. Williams is president and chief executive officer of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.
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